
Santa Ana, CA: Accuracy Solutions LLC is proud to announce the official 
product release date for BipodeXt on August 21st 2017. BipodeXt gives 
shooters the stability of a tripod with the versatility of a bipod in a lightweight, 
compact design. 

 
BipodeXt uses Archimedes principle of a lever/fulcrum to create a steady 
forward support for most any rifle/bipod configuration. BipodeXt extends the 
resting point of a bipod towards the muzzle of a rifle and beyond, without 
interfering with barrel harmonics, greatly increasing the stability and accuracy 
potential of the system.  
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Serious shooters have 
been moving the resting point of their bipod's further forward with the 
popularity of tactical style rifles. Rifles such as an AR15 accept hand guards 
that extend attachment points of bipods closer to the muzzle. With BipodeXt, 
this advantage is greater and can also be installed on sporting style rifle 
systems that do not accept hand guards with the advent of a tilted picatinny 
rail. It is included will all BipodeXt models and can transform the tapered 
forend of the stock to create an attachment point that is closer to 
perpendicular with the axis of the bore. 
 

The telescoping assembly and quick 
detach system of BipodeXt allows it to collapse into a compact piece of kit that 
is easily stored in a backpack or rifle case. It's carbon fiber design offers a 
light weight rigid platform  tough enough to withstand deployment in a 
multitude of firing scenarios. Since the carbon fiber tubing is round, with a flip 
of a lever, you can quickly correct any cant discrepancies that the 
installed bubble level proposes.  
 

Other features include the ability to toggle between a short leg or extended 
length bipod in a matter of seconds. BipodeXt is able to accomodate shooters 
since it comes equipped with a sling swivel stud located 180 degrees opposite 
a 1913 style picatinny rail attachment point at the forward most point of the 
unit. This offers advantages to the competition shooter in need of multiple 
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types of resting points as well as the sportsman looking for stability in an ever 
changing wilderness. With the ability to rotate the carbon fiber tubes 360 
degrees, shooters can create a stable shooting platform in an even wider 
range of shooting positions. 
  

 

BipodeXt model 40X3 mounted on a Vahalla competition rifle 

 

BipodeXt has been featured by Rex Reviews of YouTube, with high praises. 
Rex stated, "This thing is incredibly helpful. It really really helps. Not even 
exaggerating it makes it twice as good or three times as easy maybe more, 
it’s hard to quantify this but I will certainly tell you it makes it way easier to stay 
steady.” To view his video review click here. 
 

 

Rex Reviews smacking steel from 1100 yrds during his review 
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NRA certified instructor Matt Parente commented, “Set up is easy; it took all of 
2 minutes to have it all together. The stability was phenomenal! There is no 
movement out side of what I wanted it to do. I could not believe how steady it 
looked and felt. …the cross hairs did not even come off the target, this was 
especially true when I had it fully extended.”   
  
Multiple follow up reviews have been scheduled with active duty military 
personnel including acquisition units, sniper teams and special operations 
units in combat areas. We look forward to law enforcement officials, 
competition shooters, sportsman, and anyone else wanting to experience 
Accuracy Extended to utilize the product.  
 

To view the full specifications of each BipodeXt model please visit our website 
at BipodeXt.com and experience Accuracy Extended for yourself.  
 

About the Company:   

Accuracy Solutions mission is to create high quality precision products for the 
firearms industry.  We are the home of BipodeXt, which extends the resting 
point of a bipod to increase stability and accuracy for rifle shooters 
everywhere.  Shooters are achieving Accuracy Extended.   
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